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Why do children have to be included in the 

evaluational process of a kindergarten? 

When a child evaluates a kindergarten she/he is involved in an upbringing and 

learning process. The process of evaluation gives an opportunity to improve  

the development of a child and shows to teachers feedback. When children 

are involved in an evaluation of kindergarten the results are: 

 

 A child knows what she/he wants and know 

 A child believes in himself/herself 

 Reach your goal 

 See self-achievement and it is a motivation for learning in the future  

 Teachers see a future planning 

 Shows if the process was child centred 

 etc. 

 



How many ways do you know how a 

child can evaluate a kindergarten? 

 Please assess yourself 

? 
 



Sound / visual / oral 



Wraiting/ Oral/ Graphic/ Manipulate 



Oral/ Visual/ Written 



Ways/methods how a child can evaluate a kindergarten 
 Wraiting Graphic/visual Oral Sounds 

 

Manipylate 

Class diary Drawings/ coloring Storry telling Claping hands 

and/or feet 

Body expressions (physical 

movements) 

Group report/ 

assesment 

Photos Interviews Different types of 

music 

Using a senses (taste, 

smell etc.) 

+/- Traffic lights Group discussion Different level of 

noise (loud-softly) 

 

Pictures/signs Children 

statements 

Songs 

Emotional 

cards/smiles 

Description 

Color dots 

Projective 

technique 



Evaluation process can be 

  
Smiles 

+/- 

Dots 

Sounds 

Fingers 

etc. 

 

 

Smiles 

+/- 

Dots 

Sounds 

Fingers 

Draw 

 

 

Interview 

Team discussion 

Class diary 

Emergent writing 

Drawing 

 

Interview 

Team discussion 

Using senses 

Emergent writing 

Quick Slow 

Alone 
With 

help 



An evaluation process can be 



Self-assessment 



 

SELF - 
ASSESSMENT 

 



Evaluate each other 



EVALUATE 
EACH OTHER 



Evaluate your work by using stamps with 

different emotions  



Different emotions on fingers – HAPPY, 

SAD, ANGRY, SCARED, GLAD 



How many methods or ways do you know – 

how can a child evaluate a kindergarten?  
 

Please assess  

yourself 

? 



Your answer now is... 

5 

10 

more 



Conclusion 

 Methods of evaluation depends on the age of children 

 Evaluation is a creative process 

 Activities, environment, a teacher-must be prepared 

 A teacher knows- WHY-WHAT-HOW 

 The key to quality lerning and upbringing process, including 

evaluation, is the teacher 

 The quality of pedagogical work is a key factor that influences the 

successful child`s development 



Conclusion 

 One of the most important emphasis in pre-school education is 

to give a child an opportunity to understand things, including 

when trying and making mistakes. 

  In the time of early education particularly important for 

children also is to gain diverse experience, study, experiment 

and discover. Children are creating the first ideas of things and 

phenomena, while at the same time laying grounds for general 

skills - to think critically and creatively, to cooperate, to be 

aware and manage their emotions and actions. 

 In every kindergarten  education system should not be ready 

made knowledge poured by teachers, but teaching should be 

driven as learning process, acquired by children themselves. 



 

 



Thank you for your attention! 
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